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Secondary circulation is known to be an important feature of many atmospheric and laboratory
boundary layers. The presence of streamwise, helical, counterrotating vortices is documented here
for the first time in the bottom boundary layer of a large natural body of water. Simultaneous
vertical profiles of velocity and temperature were recorded on either side of a sedimentary furrow

on the floor of Lake Superior(depth -- 100 m) in November1985. Flow roughnesslength z0 was
estimated to be 0.3 cm. Friction velocity u. and turbulent boundary layer thickness Lw were
estimated for each profile allowing for stratification effects. Typically, Lw • 10 m. Thermal
stratification near the lake bed was an important constraint to boundary layer development;
bottom mixed layers were absent in most cases. Mean flow toward the furrow at lower levels

within the boundarylayer (z/Lw < 0.37) and mean flow away from the furrow at higher levels
(0.37 < z]Lw < 1.65) were observedfor near-bottom speedsgreater than 6 cm/s when mean
flow direction was within 25 ø of the furrow direction. This implies helical vortex pair circulations

with upwardmotionoverthe furrow, consistentwith earlierhypotheses.Cross-stream(secondary)
flowsweretypically 5% of the free stream (primary flow) speed. Streamwisevorticity in the range
1.5 m< z < 5 m was estimated to be 2.1 x 10 -3 s-1.

1.

INTRODUCTION

a freeedgealongthe meanflowdirection,Elder [1960]found
that vortices were formed near the free edge as a product
Streamwise, counterrotating helical vortices are a freof differential stress, with the main vorticity concentrated
quently occurring organized structure in turbulent flows
above the free edge. The associated circulation extended
and have been observedin both laboratory and geophysical
to about two boundary layer thicknessesabove the plate.
boundary layers. In the laboratory, the most familiar helical
Uantwell[1981]describesmany instanceswherevortex circirculations are Taylor vortices, the fundamental form of inculation is found in boundary layers. Paired linear vortices
stability in rotating Couettc flow, that is, flow between concentric cylinders rotated at different rates. A special case of are seen commonly in areas of convection,but other forms,
Taylor vortices, called GSrtler vortices, occurs in the bound- such as horseshoevortices, are also seenin a variety of turary layer of flow along a concavelycurved wall. Townsend

bulent

conditions.

[1970] found that the dominant eddiesin inhomogeneous Geophysicalexamples of counterrotating helical vortex
circulationsincludethe commonLangmuircirculationin the
shear flow could be described as a vortex pair, inclined at
wind-drivenboundarylayer belowthe seasurface.The genan angle to the mean flow direction.
eration mechanismfor Langmuir cells is apparently differIn an analysis of secondary circulations in wind tunnel

boundarylayers,Townsend[1976]
foundthat periodiccrossflow variations in surface stress could also be responsible
for secondary circulations: vortices were sustained when the
ratio of roughnessvariation wavelength to mean boundary
layer thickness was less than approximately 4.2. Longer
wavelengthsinduced negative secondarycirculation growth
rates. Those results were confirmed both experimentally

ent from that

of the other vortices we have described:

it is

thought to be wave-induced Stokesdrift combined with cur-

rent shear[Leibovich,1983]. This mechanism
is not available

in turbulent boundary layers over a fixed surface;neverthelesslongitudinal vortex rolls form in the boundary layer at
the base of the atmosphere. "Cloud streets" are commonly
seenin satellite photographs,indicating uplift-induced convectionand condensation.The most completework on these
and theoreticallyby McLean [1981], who usedtransversely
atmosphericsecondarycirculations[Brown, 1970] models
alternating bed roughnessin a flume to induce secondary
the rolls as an equilibrium perturbation of the primary flow,
flows. He observed peak secondary circulation amplitudes
the amplitude determined by the energy balance. Brown
when the ratio of rough strip separation to water depth was
[1970] relates the appearanceof secondarycirculations,in
4. In an investigation of the boundary layer over a plate with
part, to changesin bed roughness.For example, the change
in surface roughnesscaused by wind passingfrom sea to
shore can cause secondary circulations to form.
Tho bottom.boundarylayer (BBL) has similar dynamics
! Now at Marine ScienceSection, U.S. Coast Guard
Academy, New London, Connecticut.
to the atmosphericsurfacelayer, though buoyancyforcesare
generally much lessixnportant in the BBL case. But despite
Copyright 1989 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
the thorough documentation of atmospheric secondary circulations, very little is known about secondaryflows in the
Paper number 89JC00416.
0148-0227/89/89JC-00416505.00
BBL of seasor lakes. Sedimentologists
[e.g., Flood, 1978,
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1983]havesuggested
that thesesecondarycirculationsexist

TABLE 1. Mooring Summary

and are related to the appearance or maintenance of bed
forms such as furrows

and sand ribbons

seen on the bed in

regionsof moderately fast and directionally steady currents.
In this paper we examine the BBL in a region of sedimentary furrows. From the recordsof a pair of profiling current
meters, we document the structure of the BBL and analyze
simultaneous profiles to study secondary circulations. The
relationship between these circulations and thermal stratification, bottom stress, flow speed, and Richardson number
is examined, and streamwise vorticity of the circulations is

Start date

Start time (EST)
Stop date

Stop time (EST)
Last usable profile

Mooring S
Cyclesondc64

Oct. 28, 1985

Oct. 28, 1985

1800

1300

Nov. 5, 1985

Nov. 29, 1985

2100

0100

Nov. 3, 1985

Nov. 27, 1985

2300

determined.

Termination cause
2.

Mooring N
Cyclesonde66

METHOD

0000

ruptured

gas

buoyancy

expended

bladder

Two Mark III Cyclesondeswere deployedin the midst of
a known sedimentaryfurrow field at 100 m depth in Lake

Typical vertical

profilingspeed

Superiorin fall 1985. The Cyclesonde
is a verticallyprofiling

Position

current meter, which rises and falls at set times on a taut

to furrow

wire mooring. It records the numbers of rotations of two
horizontallymountedAanderaarotorsduring a set time interval, togetherwith spot samplesof temperature,pressure,
instrument heading, instrument pitch, and severalinternal
variablesat the end of the interval. The instrumentpivots
freely about the mooring and is oriented by the current so
that the rotor axes are perpendicular to the flow direction.
The heading of the instrument then givesthe current direc-

14 cm/sec

10 cm/sec

relative
19 m north

13 m south

1.59 m

1.25 m

Bottom stop height
above lake bed

The profiling interval was one profile every 3 hours,
beginning at 0200, 0500, 0800, etc., EST. The sample
interval was 60 s for the first 30 min of the profiling
hours; otherwise, it was 252 s.

tion. Nonferrousmaterials(e.g., lead anchors)were used
in the mooringsto avoid disturbingthe Earth's magnetic
Mooring locations relative to the nearest furrow were defield observedby the heading compasses.For a complete terminedfrom echosounderand sidescansonarsurveys.In
descriptionof the Mark I Cyclesonde,an earlier variant, see the deployment,the mooringswere positioned39 m apart,
Van Leer et al. [1974]. Profilinglimits weredeterminedby with a singlefurrowbetweenthem (Figure2). On returning
stops clamped onto the taut wire about 1.4 m above the
to the area to recoverthe mooringsthe followingJune, an
bottom

and 14 m below the surface. A float 10 m below the

surfaceterminated the upper end of each mooring. Table
1 gives a summary of the moorings. Note that the northern Cyclesonde(designatedN) profiledfor 6 days,while the
southernCyclesonde(designatedS)continuedprofilingfor
a further

echo sounder survey revealed no furrow between the moor-

ings. Nevertheless,
mooring-to-mooring
orientationand separation appearedunchanged,indicatingthat the mooring
anchorshad not moved over the winter. The Cyclesondes
were redeployed at that time, but the June data showed

24.

nearly quiescentconditionsthroughoutthe record: hourly
In this deployment,a completeprofilingcycle consisted averaged speeds 1.4 m from the bottom were below the roof two profiles and lasted 6 hours. Take, for example, a tor stall speedfor 40 out of 57 total hours, and average
cyclebeginningat 0200 easternstandardtime (EST). At speedswere over 6 cm/s for only 4 hours.
0201 the Cyclesonde bladder inflates, and the instrument
The October-Novemberdata-gatheringperiod was inbeginsan upwardprofilelastingabout 20 min. The sampling tended to coincide approximately with the period of fall
interval is 60 s, until 0232 when it increases to 252 s. The
"overturn" in the lake, when stratificationis minimizedby
Cyclesonderemains at the top stop of the mooring until surface cooling to temperatures near that of the maximum
0501. At that time the bladder deflates, and the instrument
density of fresh water. But during the 6 days in which both
beginsa downwardprofile lasting about 20 min. From 0501 Cyclesondeswere profiling, there was still significantresidto 0532 the sampling interval is again 60 s, and thereafter, ual summerstratification- median Brunt-Viiis/il/i frequency
252 s. Until the end of the cycleat 0800 EST the Cyclesonde at 15 m abovethe lake bed was5 x 10-a s-• duringthis
remains at the bottom stop. The two Cyclesondequartz period.
crystal clocks were synchronized at the start so that their
Laboratory calibrationsof the temperature,pressure,and
profiling cycles would be synchronized.
heading cells were conductedin Miami before the experThe Lake Superiorfurrowfield is well documented[Flood iment. The pressure cells were recalibrated after the deand Johnson,1984; Flood,1983, 1989]. Furrowseparation ployment. The heading cell slope factors were checkedin
varies from 20 m to 60 m, with typical widths of 5 m and Copper Harbor after the experiment to allow for any posdepths of 1 m. Furrows in the area are oriented about 080øsible effectsdue to dip angle differencebetween Miami and

260ø (magneticvariationfor the areais zero). Furrowsep- Copper Harbor. Rotor count calibrations were based on tow
aration in the immediate area of the instrumentsis approximately 60 m. The Cyclesondeswere placed in the furrow

tank resultscarried out in 1988. The stall speedof the Cyclesonde's
Aanderaarotorsis 2.48 cm/s, soflowsbelowthat

fieldnear47029.4' N, 87051.4
' W, about2 km northof Copper Harbor Lighthouseon the north shoreof Michigan'sKe-

threshold speed were not resolved. In this work, time intervals in which the rotors were stalled were assigneda flow

weenaw Peninsula. Figure 1 showsthe bottom topography

speedof 1.24 cm/s (this only occurredwhenthe Cyclesonde
wasrestingat the bottom or top stop).

in the area.
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Fig. 1. Bottom at the study location. The contour interval is 10 m for depths up to 90 m and 5 in thereafter.
Note the dissimilarity in the north and east length scales.

To determine the height abovebottom correspondingto a
given speed sample, a three-step procedure was used. First,
recorded pressureswere corrected for instrument pitch, as
the pressurecell and rotors were on opposite ends of the 2.5m instrument body. Second,the pressurecorrespondingto a
speed observation was taken as the averageof the spot sam-

pies of pitch-corrected pressureat the beginning and end of
the sampling interval, since recorded rotor counts measured
the speed averaged over the time interval. The pressures
correspondingto speedobservationswere therefore different
from those corresponding to heading and temperature observations, which were spot samples taken simultaneously
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Fig. 2. Diagrams (not to scale) of Cyclesondemooring positionsin relation to furrows and hypothesizedmean
flow field, looking (a) downstreamand (b) downwardfrom above.Unlabeledarrowsshowthe mean flow direction;
in Figure 2 b these arrows refer to flow near the bed.
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Fig. 3. Hourly averaged near-bottom current speed and direction observedby the two cyclesondes.The top two

panelsshownorth mooring(N) data, and the bottom two panelsshowsouthmooring(S) data, during the period
when both instruments were working. Numbered year day ticks correspondto zero }tours eastern standard time.

Rotor stall speed(2.48 cm[s) is shownby a dashedline.

with the pressure. Finally, each pressure was converted to
instrument depth, and this in turn was convertedto height
above the bottom by calculating the averagedepth of the
bottom stop for the nearest hour when the instrument was
on the bottom stop, adding the known distance from the
stop to the lake bed and subtracting the depth of the instrument. This procedure compensated for any variations
in atmospheric pressure, lake level, and drift of the pressure sensor occurring during the study. The distance from
the bottom stop to the lake bed was determined from a
postrecovery examination of the bottom sediment line on

the mooring anchor.
3.
3.1.

Near-Bottom

RESULTS

Flow

of year day 307. Thereafter this Cyclesonderemainedon the
bottom stop, and two dayslater ceasedrecording. RecordS
continuedfor another24 days(Table 1), but Figure3 shows
only the period when both instrumentswere working. Hour
refers to eastern standard time on the 24-hour clock. During
the 6-hour period of a given profiling cycle, the instrument

restedon the bottom stop for about 2•• hours. There is
no information

on near-bottom

flow conditions

in the other

approximately
3[1 hours.
The record of near-bottom flow consistsof three vigorous

periods,separatedby low-speedintervals. Thesehigh-speed
events,during which flow speedaveragesfrom both instruments exceed 6 cm/s, extend over a total of 70 hours, or
46% of the total record. Flow direction is generally along
the coastline(i.e., roughlyparallel to the furrows). Most
of the time the flow is eastward, with one brief reversal to

Figure 3 showstime seriesplots of hourly averagedspeed

and direction(direction averagesformedby averagingcomponents of unit vectorswith the measureddirections)of
the near-bottom currents measured by the two Cyclesondes. We use "near-bottom" throughout to refer to data
recorded while the instruments rested on the bottom stop

(z • 1.4 m). Date is givenby year day, the usefulstart of
profilingin recordsN and S beingyear day 302 (October29,
1985). The last usefulprofileof recordN occurredat the end

intensenorthwestwardflow, with a peak of 13.8 cm/s at day
303, hour 16. The highestflow speedseenin the total record
was at year day 325, hour 4, after the end of record N: the

near-bottomaverageflow was 29.6 cm/s eastward(084ø),
and this peak occurred within a 51-hour high-speed event
during a violent storm over the lake.
Cross-correlation functions of the near-bottom hourly

data for recordN with recordS were computedfor u (eastward) and for v (northward)to confirmthe correctrelative
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Fig. 4. Autospectraof near-bottom speed,computedfrom two different treatments of 32-day rccord S (seetext);
95% confidence intervals are shown by error bars.

with S laggingN by I hour; the value at zerolag was 95% of

where u. is friction velocity, f is the Coriolis parameter, and
N is Brunt-VSJs515.frequencyjust above the boundary layer.

the 1-hour lag maximum. The more energetic v component
correlation peaked strongly at zero lag. The e-folding time

a dragcoefficient
C! = 4.15x 10-s, usingthe • determi-

timing of the records. The u component correlation peaked

on both

curves was about

7 hours.

First,u. wascalculated
approximately
asV/•,

with

Spectral estimates for near-bottom scalar speed were de-

nation closest in time to the profile. Well-behaved profiles
of current speed with logarithm of elevation close to the

terminedfrom recordS usingthe full 32 daysduration (Figure 4). Becauseof the gaps in the record causedby the

bed (during times when the influenceof stratificationwas
negligible)provided this estimate of CI, together with an

transit of the instrument, two separate spectra were calculated using different treatments of the data. The 102
periods where the instrument rested on the bottom stop

provided102 high-frequency
(6 x 10-5 to 2 x 10-3 Hz)
periodogramswhich were ensembleaveraged. This highfrequency spectrum is nearly white, with variability increasing toward higher frequencies.The low-frequencyspectrum
was estimated using the near-bottom hourly speeds. In the

2 x 10-6 to 2.3 x 10-5 Hz band, 21 periodograms
wereobtained and averaged. The resulting spectrum shows a fiat
region from 6 to 1.8 days and a sharp drop at shorter periods. There are no tidal or inertial peaks in the spectrum.
The high-frequencyspectrum is relevant to the choiceof
time interval used in forming averages. It is desirable to
pick an averaginginterval which is considerablylarger than

estimate of z0 = 3 mm for the roughnesslength. This value
of z0 implies a roughnesselement dimension of d •30z0 •0.1

m [Wimbushand Munk, 1970],but sedimentcoresfrom the
area show cohesivemuds with grain sizes very much smaller

than this [Flood, 1989]. Presumably,the flow is responding to a roughness
determinedby the furrows(or other bed
forms). Indeed this valueof z0 is closeto the value of 5 mm
determinedby Weatherlyand Wirebush[1980]within a furrow on the Blake-Bahama Outer Ridge, where the bottom
wasof similar composition.Also the estimate of C! appears

to be consistentwith that of z0, inasmuchasSternberg[1968]

foundC! = 4.0 x 10-3 overroughgravelbedsfor whichd
--

0.1m.

For each profile the approximate value of u. thus computed was used together with the temperature data close to

the time scaleof motionsin the logarithmiclayer [Bowden, the bed T(z) to computethe Monin-Obukhovlength scale
1978]. We choosean averaginginterval of 25.2 min, corre2

spondingto 6 times the samplinginterval of 252 s, as there

Hz) corresponding
to this period(Figure4). This averaging
interval was used for all determinations of vector-averaged

near-bottomspeed,designated
•r in this work.
3.2.

where g is gravity, a is thermal expansion,and • = 0.4 is Von

KSxmS.n's
constant. Then, from •r an improvedestimate of
u. was obtained using either

•r= •'I [In
(_--z
/ -.{.b--z
r ] [LM[
z <1
'u"-•'
x•o/
.OM.•

A rough boundary layer scaling,z/Lw, was attempted

thicknessbasedon the Weatherlyand Martin [1978]formula

u.(

Lw= 1.3
7 1+

dT

•2gaZ•zz

Boundary Layer Scaling

by computing, for each profile, an estimated boundary layer

U,

LM =

is a localspectralminimumat the frequency
(6.6 x 10-4

or

•

1 bz

z

u,

• LM

LM

----

>1

wherez is the elevationat the bottomstop,andb • 5 [ Webb,
1970].
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Finally, for each profile, from u. computed in this way

and from measuredtemperaturedata T(z), Lw and N were
jointly estimated iteratively. Details of these calculations

are givenby Viekman[1988].
3.3.

1.6

Vertical Profiles oj• Convergence

Data from each pair of simultaneous vertical profiles
were compared to detect secondarycirculations. Although
the two Cyclesondesbegan their upprofiles or downprofiles at the same time, the measurement heights were variable

because

of differences

in instrument

vertical

veloc-

1

4

1

2

z

ity and occasionalbad data points. Interpolations of the
data were therefore necessaryto compare velocities at standard heights. Speed observationswere first cubic-sphne-

interpolated[Presset al., 1985]to the heightsof the heading data points (seesection2). Velocity was then resolved
in geographicalu (eastward) and v (northward) components, which were interpolated with cubic splines to standard heights. Details of the procedure are given by Viek-

man [1988].To avoidsplineovershoots,
data pointswithin a
givenprofilewhichdifferedin height by 0.5 m or lesswereaveraged. The splineswere then sampledat standardheights

abovethe bottom (5-m incrementfor z > 30 m, 1-m increment for 2 m < z _• 30 m, and an additional sampling at

z = 1.5 m) andin boundarylayercoordinates
(O.05-z/Lw

O.-.80

-.6

-.4

-.2

' ' '2 • . •4 • .6' ' . '8

0.0

incrementfor 0.1 •_ z/Lw _• 2.0). In no caseswere splines
extrapolated lower than 0.8 m below the bottom stop, and
Fig. 6. Same as in Figure 5, but with height above bottom scaled
by BBL thickness Lw.
30

points where interpolation extended beyond 5 m from the
nearest data point were excludedfrom further analysis.
To quantify the secondaryflow, relative convergence
25

2O

X(z) was calculated. ConvergenceX is here definedin a
streamwisecoordinatesystem(u parallel to the combined
mean near-bottom flow for the two moorings)as crossstream velocity on the south mooring (v•)minus crossstream velocity on the north mooring (Vn), normalizedby
the average of the two flow speedsat that level:

Z

(m)

1

•5

lO

+

«+

+

Ekman veering, insofar • it is equM at the two moorings,
subtractsout in this calculation,leaving only the secondary
circulation. Additionally, arcsine of half the convergence
thus calculated gives the angle of the totM flow to the mean

(primary) flow.
Figure 5 shows individual profiles and ensemble aver-

agesof X(z) computedfrom the 10 Cyclesondeprofilepairs
for which vector-averaged, near-bottom flow has direction

relativeto the furrow• < 25ø andspeed• > 6 cm/s. Lw
for these 10 profiles ranged from 7 m to 12 m with an average value of 10 m. Figure 6 is the same as Figure 5 except
that boundary layer scaling has been applied, so that indk

vidual profilesand ensembleaveragesof X(z/Lw) are shown
Fig. 5. Plot of relative convergence X with height above bottom

in meters,for 10 profilesfor whichO _• 6 cm/s and • • 25ø.
The ensembleaverage is shown by a heavy solid line. The 90%
confidenceinterval (computedfrom the t distribution)is shown
by the stippled area, and X -- 0 is shown by a light solid line.

for the same 10 profile pairs. Ninety percent confidenceintervals for the computed X averagesare also shown in both
figures.

If Flood's[1978, 1983]hypothesisis correct,we would
expect to see mean flow toward the furrow near the bottom
and away from the furrow at higher levels in the BBL. Since
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TABLE 2. RelativeFrequencyof Double-VortexStructures(Convergence
Near the
Bottom and DivergenceAbove) for Different Near-Bottom Speedsand Flow
Orientations(Relativeto FurrowDirection)

Near-BottomSpeed•r, cm/s
3-4

> 45ø
35ø--45 ø
25ø - 35ø
15ø - 25ø
5ø -- 15ø
< 5ø

0/5
0/3
0/2
0/3
1/5
1/2

4-5

5-6

1/1

1/3
0/1

0/1
0/1

0/1

0/1

6-7

7-8

9-10

10-11

12-13

13-14

0/2

0/1

0/2

0/3

1/2
1/2

1/1
1/1
2/2

0/1
1/1

Fractions O/P indicate O observeddouble-vortex structures in P total profiles in the bin.

the Cyclesondes
werepositionedon either sideof a furrow, eratelylargeRichardson
numbers(strongstratifications)
obthis meanswe wouldexpecta changefrom positiveX near served at the experiment site.
bottomto negativeX nearz - Lw. This is not seenin every
One case in the record is indicative of the setup time
X profile,thoughfor all 10, X doesdecrease
betweenz/Lw for the vortices. At day 304, hour 2, the current was in tran-

= 0.1 (thelowestcalculated
level)andz/Lw = 0.5 (Figure sition from westwardflow to eastwardflow. The appearance
6). But a spot-sampledflow parameter,suchas instrument of the double-vortex structure is illustrated in Table 3. In
heading,is influencedby fluctuationscausedby eddiesor this case, the vortices had formed between hours 5 and 8,
wavesof any kind, and a singleprofileof X (as computed coincidentwith the flow direction becomingroughly aligned
here)may not be representative
of convergence
in the mean with the furrow field (orientation080ø). Hencewe can say
flow field. Averaging the data at eachlevel reducesthe effect
of these fluctuations.

that the setup time for the vorticesis probably lessthan the
3-hour vertical sampling interval of the experiment. This

A sign changein averageX, indicatinga changefrom rapid setup time suggeststhat rotational effects(i.e., Coriflow towardthe furrow (i.e., X > 0) to flow awayfrom the olis accelerations)are not of primary importancein setting
furrow (X < 0), is seenin both natural and boundarylayer up the secondary flow.
coordinates.In Figure 5 (Figure 6) the ensembleaverages
show positive X from the bed to an elevation of z = 3.8 m

2.0

(z/Lw -0.37) andnegative
X for 3.8 m < z < 29 m (0.37
< z/Lw < 1.65). In both coordinate
systems,the average

1.8

positive and negativevaluesof X are statistically distinct
from zero at the 95% confidence
level: statisticallysignifi-

1.6

cantpositiveX is observed
up to z -- 2.6 m (z/Lw - 0.26),
and statistically significantnegative X is observedfor 5.5 m

< z < 9.5 m (0.6 < z/Lw < 1.0). Other differentreferencelevels(z ----5 m, 15 m) for the streamwisecoordinate

1.4

system used in the calculation of X were examined. Results

1.2
z

based on these different reference levels were similar to those
described

above.

1.0

Table 2 shows the frequency of these observedstruc-

turesat variousflowspeeds0' and orientationmagnitudes

0.8

• of theflowrelativeto thefurrow.The double-vortex
pattern of bottom flow toward the furrow with mean flow away
from the furrow at greater heightsis seenin half of the profileswherespeedis greaterthan 6 cm/s. For flowswith •r >
6 cm/s, frequencyof double-vortexobservationsdecreases

0.6

0.4

as • increases.For • > 25ø, few double-vortex
structures
are

0.2

seeR.

Bottom mixed layers were absent in most profiles: for
the 10 profilespairsshownin Figures5 and 6, medianBrunt-

0.0

16•2

V•[is/il/ifrequency
(not shown)is typically3.0x 10-a s-• at
z/Lw = 0.2, increasing
to 5 x 10-a s-• at z/Lw = 2.0.

16•I

1

101

RICHARDSON

102

103

104

NUMBER

Median Richardsonnumber(Figure 7) is typically between
Fig. 7. Profile of median Richardson number for the 10 profiles
0.25 and 1 below z[Lw = 0.7 and exceeds1 at z[Lw = 0.7 in Figures 5 and 6. Upper and lower quartiles are shown by the

in the midst of the negativeX zone. These resultsshowthat
the secondarycirculationsare not extinguishedat the mod-

dashedlines. Richardsonnumbersof 1/4 and 1 are shownby light
solid

lines.
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TABLE 3. Double-Vortex Structure Formation During Directional Transition
on Year Day 304

3.4.

Hour

•r,

u.,

Lw,

EST

cm/s

cm/s

m

Maximum Divergence Maximum Convergence

z, m

zlLw

X

z, m

zlLw

X
31 ø

2

6.0

0.31

5.7

4.3

0.75

-0.61

none

5

9.5

0.61

10.3

13.9

1.35

-0.58

none

8

9.4

0.47

9.3

7.9

0.85

-0.09

1.9

0.20

0.23

86 ø

11

7.3

0.39

7.0

5.2

0.75

-0.30

1.0

0.15

0.10

80 ø

56 ø

from Ov/Oz by an analysisof an idealized,elliptical, two-

Errors

Closed vortex circulations, as seen in the data, imply
upward vertical velocity w over the furrows. Cross-stream
velocity v should be comparable to this upward flow. The
Cyclesonde data reduction process, however, assumesthat
upward velocity componentsare negligible. A non-zero vertical velocity introduces a potential source of error in the
speed calculations, but would not significantly affect our
principal results regarding relative flow convergenceand divergence. Convergencedepends mainly on differencesin instrument heading, which is determined by the body of the
Cyclesondeacting as a ~ 2-m-long vane. A vertical velocity

dimensional
streamline
ndd

f(y2/a2 + z2/b2),where

a and b are half-lengths of major and minor axis, respec-

tively), assumingthat Ekman veeringis the sameat each
mooring.Detailsare givenby Viekman[1988].We chooseto

evaluatevorticityof the secondary
circulations
(fi'•) as the
right-hand mooring vorticity minus the left-hand mooring
vorticity divided by two, or

• --(1
• C2) OZright

OZleft

where c is the BBL thickness divided by half the furrow
spacing.

component(w) would,however,affectthe rotorcounts.Horizontal flowspeed(U) is obtainedby solvingthe right triangleof instrumentverticalvelocity(determinedfrom pressure
differences)and total flow through the rotors (determined
from rotor counts). For a currentspeedof 8 cm/s, and a
typicalinstrumentverticaltravelspeedof 10cm/s (Table 1),
the flow sensedby the rotorswould be 12.8 cm/s, if w = 0.
If a vertical flow componentw = 0.05•r were added,then

Figure 8 showsa time seriesof thesevorticity measurements, where the z gradientsare estimated from differences

the apparent horizontal flow speed determined from the Cy-

ticity if X is still more strongly negative further from the

clesondedata would increaseby 6% to 8.5 cm/s. But this

between measurements at the bottom stop and z = 5 m.
The vortex roll structures indicated by the mean X profiles

shownin Figures5 and 6 are associated
with positive
But whilepositive•[ impliesnegativeOX/Oz,it saysnothing about the actual value of X at any level: weak flow away
from the furrow near the bottom may result in positive vor-

bed. Of the positivevorticit.
y values,37• (11 of 30) were

6% increaseapplies equally to both u and v componentsand
so has little effect on convergenceX.
Compass calibration errors would affect the X results.
Differences in absolute heading errors between the two in-

•sociated with double-vortex observations,i.e., X changing
from positive near the bottom to negative higher up. The
remainder typically showeda negative near-bottom X. For

struments

tive vorticity valuescorrelatedwith double-vortexobserva-

would cause a uniform

offset of the calculated

val-

thoseprofileswhere• > 6 cm/s, 70• (7 of 10) of the posi-

uesof X, but the averageX valuesabovez = 10 m (Figure tions.Average
positive
streamwise
vorticityw• 2.1x 10-a
5) or z/Lw: 1 (Figure 6) beingstatisticallyindistinguish- s-•. All negativevorticitieswere•sociated with the
able from zero suggeststhat these compassesare consistent senceof double-vortexstructures(i.e., no X sign changein
with one another. Both instruments might have an equal the boundarylayer). Similar analyseswere conductedfor
offset(from true north), but in our calculationsthis would the 1.5 m • z • 15 m range. Average positive streamwise

only affect½ (vector-averaged
near-bottomflow direction vorticitytherewasonly5.1 x 10-4 s-•.
relative to the furrow). Compasscalibrationsare in fact re-

producibleto lessthan 1ø, so we believethat measured½
is accurate to better than 1ø and that convergenceoffset is

consequently
lessthan 2 sin(1o) = 0.035.
3.5.

Finally, vorticity values were also correlated with u.

and •. Of 19 profileswhereu. • 0.3 cm/s, 13 had positive
• values.Similarly,for • • 6 cm/s, 10 of 15 profileshad
positivefl• values.

Streamwise Vorticity
We now turn

to an estimate

of the streamwise

vortic-

4.

DISCUSSION

We have found, for the first time, direct evidence of
counterrotating, helical vortices in the bottom boundary
layer over a region of sedimentary furrows. Our work conitive f•x at the right-hand mooring (lookingdownstream) firms the streamwise vorticity structure associated with a
furrow proposedby Flood[1978,1983].
and negative f•x at the left-hand mooring.
There are qualitative similarities between these bottom
Values of Ov/Oz may be obtained from the veering
of the Cyclesonde, but we have no data on the w veloc- vortices and results from investigations into the structure
ity component. Values of Ow/Oy may be roughlyinferred of other turbulent boundary layers. We find cross-stream

ity (f•, = Ow/Oy- Ov/Oz) associated
with thesesecondary
circulations. Considering the bottom-convergentdoublevortex structure shown by the data, we would expect pos-
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Fig. 8. Time seriesof streamwisevorticity fYx evaluatedfor the interval 1.5 m _<z <_5.0 m. Open circlesindicate
profile pairs where a sign change in X was observed. Horizontal bars indicate high-speed, near-bottom flow periods.

Positive [¾xvaluesgenerallycorrespondto paired-vortex flow, while negative valuesgenerallydo not.

velocitiesof 3% to 10% of the free stream speed,comparing favorablywith typical atmosphericvaluesof 5% [Brown,
1970]. The angle of the total flow to the primary flow is
about 5ø. McLean[1981]doesnot give specificvaluesfrom

provided limits to both boundary layer thickness and bottom stress,the thermal gradient being significant even close
to the lake bed. In the atmospheric case, unstable stratification and the resulting convectionplay an important role in

his flume experimentswith transverselyvarying roughness,
but a minimum angle of 1ø may be calculated from his description of the sweepingof neutrally buoyant beads.
We have found the strongest secondary circulation
when the ratio of BBL thickness Lw to furrow separation
wasabout 1/6. Theseresultscomparefavorablywith the re-

the developmentof the secondarycirculation[Brown,1970].

suitsof Townsend[1976]
and McLean[1981],whoboth found
ratios of 1/4. Their resultswerein neutrally stratifiedflows.
Since stratification limits the upper extent of the boundary
layer, the smaller ratio found here is not unexpected.
Flow speeds strongly associatedwith vortex presence

Nevertheless, it appears from our observations that these
circulations can also form in flows with significant stable
stratification.

We do not believe that the furrows are necessary for
the formation of these streamwise vortices in the BBL, but
furrows may strengthen the vortices and "lock" their positions by cross-streamchangesin turbulent intensity. As

previouslydiscussed
(section1), streamwisecounterrotating
vortex circulation is a frequent form of instability leading to

turbulence. Brown [1970] describedthe samephenomenon

in this study(if > 6 cm/s) are similarto thosefrom other as ubiquitous in the atmosphere, citing numerous obserfurrowedlocations.Flood[1983]showsflow speedsrecorded vations of parallel cloud lines. In the oceans, observations
over various furrow fields in the oceans, and most fall into
of streamwiselineationsin the bottom are manifold (see,
the 5- to 15-cm/s range.
for example, Flood[1981, 1983], McLean[1981], and Allen
This experiment was designed to test the hypothe- [1969]), with furrowsbeing an especiallypronouncedmorsis that streamwise, counterrotating vortex structures are
present in the turbulent boundary layer over a furrow field.
The results confirm this hypothesis. Nevertheless, we could
not draw strong inferences from the few profiles available
for analysis. The coarsevertical sampling schemedictated a
reliance on interpolated values to interpret the flow patterns
seen. Finer vertical sampling,more profilesduring high flow

phology. It may be that bottom vortex rolls in seasand lakes
are as common as those in the atmosphere. Our results do
demonstrate that longitudinal vortex flows are present in a
furrowed area. We cannot distinguish cause and effect, but
it seems plausible that the helical flow structure and the
furrows may be mutually reinforcing.
We have found that the secondary circulations have

speeds
(if > 5 cm/s),anda cross-stream
arrayof morethan their upper bound at z/Lw • 1.0 and that the boundary
two mooringswould provide valuable information on the na- layerat thestudysiteissignificantly
stratified(N • 4x 10-3
ture of these circulations.
s-•) evenwhenthevortices
arepresent.Wehaveshownthat
Most of the reported furrows are found in the deep sea,
where density stratification sometimes plays a role in controlling boundary layer thicknessbut generally has little influence on the friction velocity. The conditions at our study
site were not typical in that strong thermal stratification

the vortices form quickly in the presenceof the furrows, and
work reviewed earlier shows they can exist in nonfurrowed
boundary layers as well. The profiles at year day 304, hour
11, near the end of a 12-hour period of quasi-steady stratified
flow, show a bottom mixed layer, which has thickened and
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becomemore thoroughly mixed as time progressed.Double- Flood, R. D., and T. C. Johnson, Side-scan targets in Lake
Superior--Evidence for bedforms and sediment transport, Sedvortex flows are seenin half of the profilesduring this steady
imentology, 31,311-333, 1984.
period. This correspondencesuggeststhese vortices may Leibovich, S., The form and dynamics of Langmuir circulations,
transport heat vertically in an initially stratified boundary
Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech., 15, 391-427, 1983.
layer, resulting in bottom mixed layers after further homog- McLean, S. R., The role of non-uniform roughness in the formation of sand ribbons, Mar. Geol., •2, 49-74, 1981.
enization by smaller-scale turbulent fluctuations.
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